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Abstract
In this dissertation, I conduct a comparative study of Korean and Modern dance
history while examining new ways to incorporate the traditional forms of Korean
dance with a contemporary dance aesthetic. It is important to know the old in order
to create the new contemporary Korean dance. Through this examination, I want
to find a new voice for contemporary Korean choreographers.
Korean’s many kinds of dance’s roots and backgrounds are from the religions
in agriculture life. Korean dancing was the rule of prehistoric ancestors offered
sacrifices to gods. Through Ko-Chosun, Three tribes, Three Kingdom, Koguroy,
Chosun dynasty, Korea dance has breathed for 5000 years in Korea.
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Korea has a number of different traditional dances. Korean dance is divided into
folk dance and shaman dance. Korea has tried to preserve the Korean traditional
dance. Korean dance was started with religious beliefs. Korean dance was performed
for heaven by worship for the country. There existed the reverence for gods and
natures in the ancient society. Korean dance values the natures of the universe and
their movements are also from them.
Korean dance is a distinctive way of human movement. Korean dance developed
their awareness of rhythm, joyful experience involving emotion and a body. Korean
dance was a tradition, socialization and ethnic expression of communication. In
the world, almost every country has its unique cultural dance. The techniques and
themes of Korean dances were developed for religious dances: the Confucianism, the
Shamanism and Buddhism.
Korean dance was usually performed in the banquets being held at the royal
court or at a ceremony for a peaceful country and village. The Korean dance was
performed on the street or at a house. Dancers and people danced together. They
can be close to each other. They shared their feeling though dancing together.
They could join and enjoy the ceremonies. They could have everlasting exhilaration
with the beauty of dance. Korean folk dances were performed in numerous places.
Korean folk dance existed with people. There are a lot more emotional and personal
improvisations in Korean folk dance. Korean folk dances were also choreographed
for people’s lives, villages, royal persons, prosperity for country and worship. Mask
dance dramas originated from Buddhism and exorcism. They were performed by the
common people. They always expressed the common people’s sarcasm against an
aristocratic class. Korean dance could encounter and breathe with people. Korean
dance didn’t have boundaries between performers and audiences. In these days,
traditional Korean dance became a form of performance in the theatre. We had to
watch dance in the darkness. Dance became a way of expressing human thought.
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After the liberation from Japan’s occupation, the elements of Korean folk dance
in theatre were affected by western theatre forms. Korean dance was developed as
a theatre art. The government of South Korea has officially preserved the Korean
culture. It is called, “Important Intangible Cultural Properties” (Jungyo Muhyeong
Munhwajae in Korean) since 1964. There are 119 Important Intangible Cultural
Properties: architectures, music, cotton cloth weavings, games, province songs, military march with play the music instruments, paintings, craft, shaman exorcism-Gut,
Taekkyeon martial art, furniture, rites, quiltings, sculptures, ceramics, and dances.
Dance includes Nong-Ak (farm dance), Saluri (shaman dance), Taepyung Mu (dances
of Peace), Ganggang sullare, Kum-Mu (Jin-ju sword dance), Jung-jae (Confusian
dance) and all kinds of mask dances. They have all been preserved. Korean dance
uses more shoulder, arm, hands and heels with very little leg movements. Accordingly, they have significantly affected the historical development of Korean dance.
Their efforts for the preservation of Korean dance have established their cultural
inheritance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

People live in different cultures. We have different expressions from different places.
However, we have the same feelings in life; happy, sad, alive and dead. People
express happiness, sadness, alive and death within different individual expression.
Dance has spoken about humanity and life since humans were born. Dance has
existed in human society and culture in various dance forms and style. Therefore,
dance exists in thousands of forms in the world. Almost every country has a form
of artistic expression and unique culture. Now, people can watch different kinds of
dances through the live performances and the development of media such as You
Tube, internet video. We can watch dance videos of Martha Graham in the 1980s,
traditional Chinese dances, Hawaiian dances and Indian dances on websites and we
can put our comments in the website. People watch all kinds of performances and
cultures dancing on websites or at theaters. People can open themselves widely to
others. Dance can be shared and mixed between the different cultures and movements
from other countries than ever before. In very early time, different dances have
already crossed and influenced each other and have influenced their dances allowing
new works to be born. Dance comes from people who relate to human life experiences.
Dance relates deeply with life and expresses it through the making of dance.
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Choreographers and/or dancers have expressed their ideas and emotions for a
long time. Their dances accomplish artistic techniques in the arts. Each art has
had a significant influence on each other. Many kinds of dances are fused together
nowadays and have shown the development of new styles and art forms. We can
always watch new works from everywhere. However, all dances have a beginning
point. In this paper, I want to go back to their starting points. When I watch a new
dance, I have wondered about the origin of the work. How does it begin and how
does it develop?
People can see Chinese and Japanese cultures and dances more easily than Korean
cultures and dances. Korea prevented influences from the western culture during the
Josun dynasty. The South Korean nation emerged in the 1950s, the result of more
than three decades of Japanese occupation (1920-1945) and Korean war (1950-1953).
The South Korean watched the destruction of Korean culture (Hesselink, 2006, 9).
Nevertheless, Korean culture still survived and it is continued today. This study
reveals Korean dance history as a cultural significance. Korean traditional dance
aesthetic traits have had an effect on Korean contemporary dance.

2

Chapter 2
Korean Dance

2.1

Korea

The Korea peninsula is adjacent to China and Japan. Korea was influenced by the
culture of China and affectedly Japan. Korea had always acted as a land bridge
from China to Japan. Korea provided easy access to adjacent cultures (Korean
Overseas Information Service, 1987, 13). Korean culture appeared in Korean characters. The Korean character also presented an influence of the Korean national flag,
“Taegeukgi” (Figure 2.1). In the center of the white background, a circle is divided
equally ith each part resembling a comma. The upper (red) portion represents Yang’
and the lower (blue) portion the Um’ an ancient symbol of universe in perfect balance
Taegeukgi and harmony (Figure 2.1). These two opposites express the dualism of
the cosmos or the absolute: fire and water, day and night, good and evil, masculine
and feminine, heat and cold and so on. Black bars at each corner also carry the
ideas of opposites and balance. Three unbroken lines represent heaven while three
broken lines represent earth. The bars in the lower left corner symbolize fire while
upper right bars represent water (Adams, 1976). The balance and harmony exists in
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Figure 2.1: Taegeukgi

Korean dance as well. Korean culture was imported from China. However, Korea’s
rich culture is unique in balance and harmony. Korean culture gradually became indentified with that of China. Korean society has developed politically, economically,
philosophically and culturally under Chinese influence.

2.2

Korean Dance

Korea’s many kinds of dance roots and backgrounds are from the religions in agriculture life. Korea has a number of different traditional dances of high quality. Korean
dance is divided into folk dance and court dance. They are based on religions. Korea
has tried to preserve the form of Korean traditional dance. Korean dance did not follow Western dance style. Korean dance started with religious beliefs. Korean dance
was performed for heaven by worshiping for the country. There existed the reverence
for gods and natures in the ancient society. Korean dance values the natures of the
universe and their movements are also from the natures of the universe.

4

Chapter 3
Korean Dance History

3.1

Ko-Chosun (2233 BC-60 BC)

Korea was originally called Ko-Chosun (Figure 3.1). Ko-Chosun was founded in
2333 BC. During the Ko-Chosun period (2233 BC-60 BC), Korean dance began.
King Dangun established his first civilization in Ko-Chosun 4,321 years ago (Sung,
1976, 26). People of the Ko-Chosun period believed in nature. King, Dangun’s
mother was a bear who could eat only garlic and tarragons during 100 days. After she had endured the darkness in the cave, she became a woman. This woman
who was a bear and a god, married and had a son. He became the King, Dangun.
This story is based on Totemism. Ko-Chosun practiced Totemism, which eventually led to the development of shamanism in the country. They thought the sun,
moon, stars, and even rocks and trees had powers of control. The powers of natures
influenced their future and their fortunes. Thus, the practice of worship began in
Ko-Chosun (Henthorn, 1971, 78). Totemism was connected to shamanism. Korean
people worshipped heavenly gods, “Hananim”. People believed that Hananim had
lived in heaven and had presided over the affairs of heaven, earth, and human society
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Figure 3.1: Ko-Chosun

and control our fate, happiness, prosperity and misfortune (Suh et al., 1983, 107).
Shaman is a professional spiritual mediator between humans and nature. Shaman
holds festival or services such as guiding people to the good fortune and the prosperity of the village. Shaman even protected people from ill fortune, disasters, and
death. People began to worship gods as well as their ancestors. Shaman was a doctor, counselor and fortune teller. Shaman had multiple roles among people. Shaman
was related deeply to Koreans’ life. Shaman communicated with gods and ancestors with bodily gestures and exorcism which evolved into a form of dance (Chung,
1985). Dancing was started through the harvest events, which included a shaman’s
rite. This practice developed into a Korean traditional dance. The Ko-Chosun was
an agriculture society. A famer’s dance was established in Ko-Chosun period. The
famous farmer dance was called Nongak-Mu (Kim, 1984, 9). Korean dance used
nature for their prosperity and for a good harvest. Their dance was associated with
shamanistic religion. According to Sam Guk Ji (Records of Three Kingdoms) Hu Han
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Suh (book of Late Han) and Dong Ei Jun (Eastern story), many dances appeared
in this era: JI Momu (guarding the palace) and the Young Sunmu (welcoming the
angel). Sah-ma-chun’s sagi (Historucal record) indicates that the Chinese imported
Korean music and dance to their country (Chang, 1984, 128).

3.2

Dance during the various tribes period (82
BC-60 BC)

Shaman dance and farmer dance as a folk dance
The Shaman dance had already appeared in various tribes in the rites of an annual
celebration. The various ancient tribes are Buyo, Dongyae, Mahan, Jinhan, and
Byunhan. In the various tribes, some ceremonial rites were performed to worship
heaven. “During the various tribes utilized separate officials for religious purpose and
secular powers. The important early ceremonial rites in each tribe, called Chungun
(ceremony for heaven worship) of Mahan, Muchon (another kind of heaven worship
ceremony) of Yae, and Yonggo (a festival which was held in twelve month according
to the lunar calendar) of Buyo presided over religious rites and acted as a mediator
between the people and the gods” (Chung, 1985, 23). “Feasting, music, and dance
culminated in the annual January celebration in which people roamed from village
to village casting out evil spirits and praying for prosperity for coming year” (Han,
1971, 21). “Chungun (ceremony for heaven worship) of Mahan tribe, Muchon of Yae
tribe and Younggo of Buyo tribe which were special ceremonial rites, they presumed
that some participants may have worn masks when they sang and danced” (Cho,
1988, 15).
The various tribes were an agricultural society. Farmer dances were created for
agricultural festivals. A big tree was decorated with bells and a performer held small
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drums and served as a holy gathering place for the people as they wore their best
clothes and celebrated with feasting, drinking, singing, and dancing (Han, 1971, 21).
“The crowd danced in a large circle following their leader. They raised their hands
up and down, stamped their feet in time with the music, clapped their hands while
bending their bodies, and then looked toward heaven” (Chang, 1984, 130). This
form is like the Nongak-Mu. Nong means farming, “ak” means music, and “Mu”
means dance. Thus, Nongakmu was danced by a farmer who played the instrument
with dance. In Ad 297, Chen Shou, a Chinese historian visited to Korea, wrote: In
Mahan the people held a festival to honor their god at the time showing in May
and of harvesting in October. All of them assembled together, enjoyed singing and
dancing, day and night without pausing forming lines, circling around, stamping on
the ground and clapping their hands according to set rhythm (Kim, 1987, 4). Most
performers played the percussion instruments and drums. It was performed in rural
holidays. Performers hold the instruments and dance on the ground. Its rhythms
are fast. The dance has various turns and patterns. This dance is for celebrating the
harvest on Thanksgiving Day. Nong-Ak was performed by shamans (Figure 3.2).
Thus, it has religious characteristics. Nong-Ak included Korean people’s spirits and
agricultural life. Its spiritual and cultural significance may be greater for Korean.
These movements have continued until today in the Famer’s band dance, Nong-Ak.
We can see that the people had a circle form and held drums during the dancing in
the picture (Figure 3.2). Their dancing, a holy communion with the gods, was a
symbol of group unity and offered protection from evil spirits a promise of prosperity,
and a feeling of cleansing and rejuvenation (Chung, 1985, 22). Korean dance was
represented by dancers as a group protecting and harvesting. Their movements were
recognized as nature’s spiritually. Their dances were related to shamanism.
The shaman dance of exorcism was probably the beginning of the Korean dance
as an art form (Chung, 1985, 23). In the tribes, people danced for the prosperity
of agriculture and peace of village. Buddhism was imported to Byunhan, Jinhan,
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Figure 3.2: Farmer’s band, Nongak-Mu

and Mahan tribes from China. The culture of Buddhism diffused into three tribes.
It became very popular and received national recognition and support. Gradually,
Buddhist-related festivals began to appear (Han, 1971, 21).

3.3

Three Kingdom Period (37BC- AD 935):
Goguryeo, Bacjae, and Silla

3.3.1

Overview

The Korean peninsula was established by four powerful kingdoms. It was estimated
that three kingdoms of Korea were founded near 660 CE. At that time, Korea was
divided into the Three Kingdoms, Silla in the southeast, Baekje in the southwest,
and Goguryeo in the north and extending into Manchuria. Kaya located under
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the Silla. Kaya had very wonderful cultures however, Kaya was occupied by Silla.
So, we usually call this period “The era of Three Kingdoms”. According SamgukSagi, Korean performance was composed of music, dance, ritual for festival activity.
Samguk-sagi was about Korean history record of the Three Kingdoms (Goguryo,
Bacjae, and Silla). It was written by historian Kim Busik and a team of Junior
scholars in 1122-1146. It is well known in Korea as the oldest extant Korean history
book.

3.3.2

Goguryeo (37 BC-AD 668)

Shamanism also appeared in an annual harvest festival during the Goguryeo kingdom.
During this harvest festival, the people worshipped their ancestors and various gods
and considered them to be supernatural. Every October, Goguryeo held a nation
celebration, “Dongmaeng” (Figure 3.3). People were singing and dancing [Sung,
1976, p. 36]. “To placate the supernatural forces, people sang and danced as part of
these rituals. The master of ceremonies for the ritual was a shaman. One of shman’s
functions for the occasion was to perform a dance including the gods to descend from
heaven. The shaman’s simple dance gradually deveolped into a more complicated
one until eventually it became a form of dance drama.” (Cho, 1988, 15). The female
shaman was called “Mudang” (Figure 3.3). She healed people when they were ill
or troubled. She presented the form of Gut’ rituals (exorcism) for country events.
The Mudang’s performance was developed into todays’s well-known Mudangchoom
(Figure 3.3). Korean Dance was always performed with music. When Shaman
dance, farmer dance and mask dance were performed, these dance include musicians
played the musical instruments. Thus, the Korean instrument was developed in the
Goguryeo period. More than a dozen musical instruments including reed, starting,
and percussion were used by the Goguryeo. The 7-strings zither, introduced from
eastern Jinhan, developed into one of Goguryeo’s most popular instruments called
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Figure 3.3: Shaman

a “Komungo” (Henthorn, 1971, 56). Dance also appeared in the tomb mural in the
Mooyongchong (Figure 3.4). “The mural depicts dancers and musician. Dance styles
were modified to accommodate the need: when the nation was at war, the festive
group dances, such as those used at the October- fest, were replaced with dynamic
war dances” (Chung, 1985, 20). Buddhism was originated from India. It came
to Goguryeo from China. Buddhism strongly spread Goguryeo art, architecture and
culture. However, Buddhist related festivals did not replace the primitive shamanism
of ancient Korea.

3.3.3

Backje (18 BC-AD 660)

Shamanism
Backje had shamanistic rituals such as Eunsan Byulshin-Gut and Dodang-Gut. Byul-
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Figure 3.4: Mooyongchong

shin broadly means an exorcism or an incanation praticed by shamans. Gut appeared
to have had a number of important purpose. The ensuring of prosperity for the village and the expulsion of evil spirits (Cho, 1988, 115). There was an establish form
of dance in Backje. These Guts has continued into the present. Eunsan ByulsinGut
becomes Important Intangible cultural properties number 9 in Korea. The society
of Backje had events or festivals in the harvest time to celebrate the advancement
and accomplishments of farmer’s work. Dances originated in prayer for good crops
in shaman rituals, or evolved from communal forms of entertainment.
Agriculture dance (Nongak-Mu, farmer’s band)
People dance together after the farmers spread the seeds in May and gather the
harvest in October. It was called “Tak-Mu” in Backje. “Tak” means beating drum.
“Mu” means a dance. Backje. Thus, Tak-Mu means a dancing with beating drum.
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“During the festival period, hundreds of people danced in a circle holding drums
and drum sticks in their hands while stamping their feet and bending their bodies”.
It would be the Nongak-Mu. It was composed of the dancing and the beating of
the percussive instruments. Each dancer wore a hat with a twirl long white paper
streamer (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Sangmohat

Dancers moved their heads like acrobatic movements with a long white paper
streamer that moved very fast twirling in every movement while playing the percussion instrument. Nongak entertainers traveled from town to town with various musical instruments. Traditional Korean percussion instruments composed of “Jing”,
“Kkwaenggwari”, “Janggo” and “Buk”. The “Jing” is a large flat lipping bronze
gong. The Kkwaenggwari is a small flat gong similar to the Jing in its form and
construction. It creates much sharper and slightly higher pitches. (Figure 3.6).
Thus it is used primarily in the music of the Nongak. It also leads the music of
whole percussion in the Nongak-Mu. Janggo is a drum, consisting of an hourglass
figure shaped body with two hands made from animal skin hourglass (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.6: Dancers are beating Jing and Kkwaenggwari

Buk is a traditional Korean drum (Figure 3.8). It consists of a round wooden

Figure 3.7: Janggo

body that is covered on both ends with animal skin. Janggo is a double headed
drum shaped like an hourglass. Buk is a shallow double headed barrel drum with a
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Figure 3.8: Buk

wooden body. Sogo is the smallest drum on handle. Performers march into the village
or the front yard of a house with the sound of music. Nongak-Mu was performed
during the full moon of the first lunar month. Nongak-Mu circled around the house
until all the evil spirits had been chased out or pressed into the ground. Performers
gave blessings to the people for a good farming year (Park, 1972, 170). The farmer’s
dance was developed as a means of helping farmers promote their efficiency by easing
the fatigue of a hard day, elevating the ability of a dure, and cultivating the spirit of
cooperation and idea of collective responsibility for the ultimate purpose of solidifying
unity in a community (Kim, 1983, 96). Nongak-Mu is a harvest praying ritual dance.
Dancers are in high spirit, they all show the traditional dance swinging their hat,
“Sangmo” and swirling the ribbons on top, creating beautiful curves. We see dancers
swiftly turning while beating percussion instruments, expressing their feeling through
graceful charmed movements. The contribution and achievement provided people’s
peace and tranquility and a harvest of magnitude. Nongak-Mu penetrated deep into
people’s life.
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3.3.4

Shilla (57 BC-AD 935)

Shilla was one of the Three Kingdoms of Korea. However, Shilla conquered the
Backje in 660 and Goguryeo in 668. At the end of Shilla period, Shilla was conquered
by Koryo in 935. Shilla adopted Buddhism in AD527. Thus the culture of Shilla
was developed through Buddhism. All kinds of art: painting, literature, music,
architecture and poetry were flourishing during Shilla period. Dance and music were
also encouraged by the government of Shilla. The Shilla monarch encouraged the
creation of music and dance.
Shilla had a religion festival, Palgwanhoe. It combined Buddihism, shamanism,
and other earlier religions. The Palgwanhoe Festival included a great deal of singing
and dancing, and continued into the Yi Dynasty under strict confucian policies (Henthorn, 1971, 76). During the festival, many kinds of dances were shown such as the
court dance Muaemu (matial art dance), Kum-Mu (sword dance), Sasunmu, Sunyurak, and Chuyong-Mu (Figure 3.9) . They were passed on to the next dynasty,
“Chosun” (Kim, 1984, 43).
Five dancers wearing brightly colored tunics, baggy pants, and soft slippers entered in single file, laboriously bending and straightening their knees in a stylized
walk. Their large, identical, dark colored masks resembling caricatures rather than
real life creatures seemed to weigh down their entire beings. They arrived in a
straight line extending across the stage singing a brief song. Musicians sat on the
ground and they played the instruments for the performers’ song. They bowed to
the audience and to each other and then continued their heavy walk. As they advanced directly toward the audience, they thrusted their long sleeves upward and
outward emphasizing their almost continual rising and sinking movements (Figure
3.9). Chuyong-Mu does not have a story. They created mythological creatures or
impression of strength and deliberateness movements (Zile, 2001, 65). Chuyoung-Mu
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Figure 3.9: Chuyong-Mu

is still performed today. It was performed in the royal court.
I want to introduce Kum-Mu because Kum-Mu is performed often by many
dancers in Korea. “Kum-Mu based on story of the legendary seventh son of King
Choyong, which contained the rude elements of drama, had definitely emerged” (Figure 3.10) (Cho, 1988, 15). Kum-Mu was also based on a story of “Hwarang” of Shilla.
Shilla dynasty had the famed Hwarang composed of young men and the army. The
young men were from a warrior class. Hwarang was a type of a knighthood. They
entertained dancing and singing.

“Good ministers, kings and generals as well as priests rose from their
ranks. Kum-Mu portrayed a beautiful young boy, Hwangchang in Silla
Hwarang. He danced in front of the King of Bacjae. While he was
performing a sword dance in front of the king, the young boy seized the
opportunity to help his homeland by killing the enemy king with the
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Figure 3.10: Kum-Mu (sword dance)

dance weapon, swords. Shilla created a sword dance to commemorate
the courageous act of Hwangchang” (Zile, 2001, 114).

3.4

Dance During the Koryo Dynasty (918-1392
A.D)

After the Silla dynasty had declined, the dynasty was transferred to the Koryo dynasty (Figure 3.11). The Koryo period naturally fell heir to arts and culture of late
of Shilla. The dances in the early part of this period were of late Shilla. Buddihism
and Confusianism flow into Koryo kingdom. Court dance and music were in full
bloom. Court dance was performed as an entertainment for the royal family, court
functionaries, and foreign envoys. Court dance had very graceful slow movements.
It was performed by a group dance. It was for a long life of king and glorifying the
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court.

Figure 3.11: Koryo (Goryeo)

3.4.1

Kisaeng

During the Koryo, people could see the dance in Kyobang, which was an institution
for training entertainers who were attractive young girls from the lowborn (Figure
3.12). Kyobang was a basis of art education today. The statu of the Kisaeng was
different from that of other lowborn (King, 1977). The trained entertainers were
called Kisaeng (Figure 3.12). They have learned dancing, singing, drawing, writing
poem with calligraphy, and playing music instruments. They became the most highly
educated women because they had relationships with the aristocracy: scholars and
rulers. They endeavored to dance gracefully (King, 1977). “The Kisaeng dances
range from the allegorical and semi-religious to stylized forms with an emphasis on
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Figure 3.12: Kisaeng

rhythm and grace” (Adams, 1976, 9). “Kisaeng contributed to the establishment of
a Korean art tradition. They changed the form of dancing. Usually, dancing was
presented as a large group at a country event. However, in the Kyobang, Kisaeng
dance was performed as a solo or a small group. Kisaeng’s entertainment spread
into people’s daily lives. Korean dance became more popular by Kisaeng” (Han,
1971, 144). “The Kisaeng experienced great social freedom and was one of the most
privileged groups in their highly restrictive society. They were not prostitutes; thus it
is difficult to draw and extract an analogy from the Western culture for the Kisaeng
institution. After the Kisaeng culture traveled from Korea to Japan it developed the
well-known popular institution called “Geisha” which means accomplished person.
The Kisaeng entertainment was initiated by the royal court, it was firmly established
during the Koryo Dynasty” (Adams, 1976, 278).
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3.4.2

Korean mask dance, “Talchum”

Korean mask dance from the various tribes: Mahan, Jinhan and Byunhan (18 B.C935 A.D) appeared in late Silla (57 B.C-935 A.D) again but the mask dance become more frequent in the Koryo period (918 A.D-1392 A.D). “Tal” means a mask.
“Chum” means a dance. Korean mask used to be a religious ritual. Korean mask
dance is called “Talchum” in Korean. Talchum literally meaning “mask dance” is
not just a dance performed by mask dancers but is also a drama with masked characters enacting a person, an animals or a supernatural beings. Talchum had been
developed during Goryo and Joseon dynasty period (1244-1910). In the countryside
there have been various entertainments consisting of dances and rhythmic repertoire.
They performed on special occasions in village or holidays for 1-2 days. Performers
of Talchum also improvise freely on occasions. Talchum can be categorized based on
developed geographical location. There are 12 kinds of Talchums persevered (Table
3.1).
Region in Korea (areas)
Gyeonggi-do, Seoul
Gyeng-sang-nam-do

Gyeng-sang-book-do

Hwang-hae-do

Hamkyeong nam-do

Kinds of Talchums
1. YangJu Byel-Sandae-Nory
2. Songpa sandae-Nory
3. TongYeong-Okwangdae
4. Norygasan-Okwangdae
5. Sooyoung-Yarye
6. Hahoe Bel-shin-gut-Nory
7. Goseong
8. Okwangdae-Nory
9. Bongsan Talchum
10. Kangryoung Talchum
11. Eunyul Talchum
12. Bookchung-saja-Nory

Table 3.1: Kinds of Talchums based on developed region

The Talchum (Figure 3.13) originated from religious ritual. However, the ele-
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Figure 3.13: Korean mask dance, Talchum

ments of entertainment gradually become more predominant than the ritual dance.
The major theme of Talchum was a ritual dance for dispelling evil spirits; satire and
derision against the Yangban class; satire against degenerate monks; the tragedy
stemming from the concubine age system; and a lion dance and Juji dance for dispelling evil spirits and player for blessing (Chun, 1982, 125).
Talchum consisted of dance, dramas and music, which were accompanied by Korean traditional music instruments. Talchum had many analogies to other mask
dance dramas. It comprised a number of dances, comic dialogues, songs, and acting.
In 1244-1910, the Korean society was a very rigid hierarchy community. There was
an aristocracy, a common class and a servant class in the society. This class of people
had conflicts with the Korean society. Talchum resisted against absolute authority.
Talchum had about 6 to 8 episodes.
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Each episode was called “Madang” in Korean. Each Madang had main characters
who were wearing masks. In the performance, actors are dancing, singing and acting
playing music. Talchum evoked love of mankind by inquiring of the origin of humor
instinct. Consequently, people can enjoy laughter and pleasure, composure and a
brightness of their life, and a feeling of vitality emancipation.
The performance of Talchum shared emotions with common people. Talchum,
which solved problems between people was developed by artistic genre. Human could
express their sad, happy and rage feelings. Talchum released the common peoples’
complaints. This dance was very different from other religious dance. Mask dance
could share their pains and tragedies with people for suggestion of a new world. So,
people could participate in Talchum deeply.
Korean dance was not exaggerated movement and it was usually danced by
women. However, Korean mask dance was filled with much exaggerated movement
and it was danced by only men. A male dancer wore the woman’s dress with the
mask of a woman’s face. Korean mask dance had very unique movements from Korean dance. The main characters show significant social figures of common people
thorough dance and play. Talchum acts out the tabooed, prescribed element. The
phenomenon of movement presents aristocratic people, monk and man in a composite way. They also showed unusual movements however, their movements were
similar to peoples’ motions in daily life. For example, a monk’s flirtation and sex relation. Hilarious imitative gestures accused the contradictions of a person. Talchum
had humorous jesting performances and dynamic movements. Performers gave lively
impersonations of the people. It combined wild improvisations, intricate symbolisms
of the peoples’ class. The impromptu actions spontaneously delivered daily style
movements.
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3.5

Chosun Yi Dynasty (1392-1910 A.D.)

The Koryo was collapsed by the Chosun (Figure 3.14) in 1392. Chosun employed
Confucian philosophy as a principle of Chosun country. Confucian was introduced

Figure 3.14: Chosun

from China in Koryo dynasty. Most of the Koryo period’s court dance forms can be
found in early Yi dynasty. In Chosun, people were encouraged to study Confucian
philosophy, history, and culture. Music and dance were important aspects of Confucian rituals and of various court functions, including the entertainment of foreign
envoys (Sung, 1984, 40).
According Akhak gwebeom (Figure 3.15), a Confucian dance, “Jungjae” appeared in Koryo. However, the Yi dynasty had the golden age of Korean court
dance, “Jungjae”. Over 35 dances were created including those passed down from
previous dynasties, a total of some 55 court dances were practiced (Kim, 1984, 49).
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Figure 3.15: Akhak gwebeom

Dance music was developed in the Yi dynasty because dance could not be complete
without music. Thus, music was composed for these special dances. Dances were also
choreographed for special musical compositions. “Junjae”, court dance, and music
were encouraged by King Tae-Jo who established Chosun dynasty for the nation’s
peace and prosperity. Thus, music and dance became inseparable. Chosun dynasty
had a documentary book about music, dance and performers’ costume. It was called
“Hyangak-Mu” (“Hyang” means hometown, “Ak” means music, and “Mu” means
dance). It was representing Korean classical music and dance. Hyangak-Mu was also
called Hyangak Jungjae (Jungjae means presenting one’s talent to the king) (Shur,
1983, 104).
HayngAk- Mu was performed in the royal courts. Dance and singing was shown
simultaneously. Special music and dance movements were composed for the poem
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which later became the well-known Confucian ceremonial dance called the “Ilmu”
(Figure 3.16), meaning line dance (Sung, 1976, 127). In the Il-Mu dance, there were

Figure 3.16: Ilmu

64 dancers (eight line of eight). Il-Mu was performed by groups. Thirty six performers (six lines of six) danced for the feudal lord. Sixteen performers (four lines of
four) danced for a ranking government official. Four performers (two by two) danced
for a minor official or scholar (Sung, 1984, 108). Il-Mu had repetitious movements
such as bowing, bending the knees, arm circlimng, and striking objects or props. In
Chosun dynasy, King Tajo strongly promoted Confusian. The culture of Buddhism
and Shamanism was controlled by the government of Josun. Although Buddhism and
Shamanism had been prohibited, annual ceremony for the country were based on a
Buddhist and shamanistic ritual. Buddhism and shamanism did not disappear easily. They have been practiced for 1000 years (Korean Overseas Information Service,
1987, 15). The court conducted an annual ceremony on January 31, called “Casting
out of Evil Spirit”, which was based on a Buddhistic and shamanistic ritual festival.
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Among many other dances, a ritual mask dance, Chuyong-Mu was included (Sung,
1976, 154). Buddhist dance and shamanistic dance were also performed in the court.
Josun court began to create dances which were influenced by this Chinese style. In
order to distinguish purely Korean dance from that of the Chinese, the court, which
was also done in the Koryo Dynasty, gave dances separate names. Chinese Confusian
court dance, DangAk-Mu, was diffused into “HangAk-Mu” (Shur, 1983, 107).
One of the main rituals performed by a female shaman, Mudang was called “Gut”
which means exorcism. There were three main types of Gut: Ogui-Gut. Jaesu-Gut,
and Byulsin-Gut. The purpose of Ogui-Gut, used for the welfare of the spirit, was to
comport the dead and beseech their safe journey to the unknown world. Jaesugut,
performed for the happiness and welfare of one’s family, varied from time to time and
with the family’s financial situation. “The execution of different styles of Byulsingut,
performed for the welfare and prosperity of villages, varied considerably from villages
to village” (Sung, 1976, 157).
Kisaeng existed until Chosun dynasty. They were trained for the arts of music,
poetry, dancing, calligraphy, and brush painting because they were employed to
present performances at the court and provincial government. The Korean court
dance had been developed to a high level of artistry (Shur, 1983, 113). The Kisaeng
entertainers preserved these dances through the tradition of Korean dance. One of a
number of folk dances included a monk dance. It is called Seong-Mu (Figure 3.17).
Seong-Mu was presented from Buddhist ritual around the 1700’s. Seong-Mu
expressed the agony of a monk’s isolated life. Seung-Mu was deveopled based on
Nojang-Choom, Bupgo Choom, Sangja-Choom and Mockjoong Choom, Nojangchoom expressed a spirit of a senior person; Bupgo was a drum dance depicting
the anguished heart; Mockjoongchoom was a monk dance who transgresses from
the Buddist commandment. A solo dance, Salpuri which came from shaman, was
popular among the Mudang in the southern Korea. During the King Kojong time
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Figure 3.17: Seong-Mu

(1864-1907), music and dance were being dismissed from the court. The Kisaeng
also began to dance in front of the commoners.

They brought Seong-Mu, Kum-Mu (sword dance) and the Salpuri
(shaman dance) to commoners. Thus, gradually, they raised up Korean
dance into notable folk dances (Sung, 1976, 181).

In the middle of the Yi Dynasty, Namsadang which was composed
of male entertainers as a group appeared in the society. They usually
performed in the village for commoners. Their repertory includes music,
dance, drama, and acrobatics. Their typical repertoire was HanyangMu, which reflected the society in which they lived. Its story was about
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a monk, a military officer, who failed the state examination for a government position and subsequently became a debauchee. In addition to the
Salpuri and the Seung-Mu, the Hanyang-Mu also became a well-known
folk dance. These dances are concerned with flow and grace. Another
type of dance, the mask dance becomes popular among the commoners.
In the various provinces, Namsadang presented their own mask dance
drama in each place. Some of places in Korea, mask dances are still practiced today; Seoul’s Bondsandae, Kyoung-gi Province’s Yangju Byulsandae, the Bonsandae of Whanghae province, the O-gwandae and Yayou of
Kyoungnam Province (Sung, 1976, 182).
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4.1

The New dance through the Japanese Occupation (1910-1945)

Under the Japanese invasion and occupation, Korean indigenous arts were dying in
the Korean culture. All kinds of Korean cultures were suppressed by Japan.

With Japan’s annexation of Korea in 1910, the royal patronage of
the dances came to an end. Also the Korean folk dances which had been
flowering among the common people in the dynasty have now entered into
gradual decline during the occupation period of modern western dance,
which was introduced into Korea by the Japanese (Adams, 1976, 279).

The shamanism and Buddhism dance declined in the Korean society. After the
Korean imperial court was declined by Japan, the Court dance was expelled from
the imperial court automatically. However, the Court dance went to the common
people. The Court dance became the dance for the common people (Jung, 1986, 23).
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Western culture was scattered into the Korean society because Japanese culture had
both already accepted the Western style. It diffused naturally into Korea under the
annexation to Japan. The Korean culture was different from Japan. Korea rapidly
modernized. Korean’s culture had both disregarded and accepted the western culture
through Japan’s suppression. Japan persistently imposed their cultures on Korea.
Korea had to accept Japan culture, which already allowed the western culture.

The first Modern dance in Korea started with Choi Seong Hee. She learned
modern dance from Ishi-Baku who was from Japan. Ishi-Baku performed in the
theatre, “Wonkak-Sa” in 1926. The performance of Ishi-Baku’s brought the element
of a proscenium stage into Korea. Choi Seong Hee and Jo Taek Won accepted IshiBaku’s modern dance and choreographed based on the Korean folk dance (Na, 1986,
20). Although Korean culture was declining, Han Sung Jun who had participated in
Namsadang had re-choreographed with real traditional technique Korean folk dance
and music. Choi Seong Hee and Jo Tack Won’s dances were called “New Dance”.
It appeared during Japan’s annexation of Korea. The new dance meant “ShinMuyong” in Korean. Shin meant new and Muyong meant dance. Its birth of new
creative dance was based on traditional dance.

Unfortunately, the new Korean dance had started without traditional Korean
dance technique. It was processed under the obliteration of Korean culture by Japan.
This aspect brought confusion to the Korean cultures. If Isadora Duncan identified
her instead of Ishi-Baku in Korea, Korean could have learned her thoughts and
Korean dance could have developed with their own criticism and cultural consciousness. However, Korean traditional dance had to accept only theatre elements through
Japan because of its occupation of Korea. Korea could no longer exist as the individual. Japan accepted modern dance from the west. Thus, Korea absorbed Choi
Seong Hee’s fused dances of traditional Korean dance and modern dance.
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The choreographer in the new dance, Shin-Muyong, produced an effect on Korean
dance movements. Choi Seong Hee and Jo Tac Won had modern dance techniques.
They choreographed their pieces based on Korean traditions. These dances were
formalized as the techniques of dance in Korea. New dancers, Choi, Seong Hee
and Jo Taek Won could no longer focus on their own thoughts and dance under
Japan’s political suppression. Under the Japan’s occupation, Choi Seong Hee and
Jo Tack Won couldn’t take Isadora Ducan’s free expression of body. Modern dance
reflected peoples’ ideas, thoughts, and social problems. They were identified as being
Korean and they tried to introduce Korean dance to the world. They focused on
the formal beauty of Korean tradition. Their dance had to follow an authentic
symbol of ethnicity. Han Sung Jun had always been informed by Korean folk dance.
Traditional Korean dance was developed by his significant relationship with Korean
folk dance. Finally, traditional Korean dance (court dance, folk dance, religion dance,
mask dance) went onto the proscenium stage. Korean dance structures inadvertently
changed for the proscenium theatre.

4.1.1

Han Sung Jun (1894-1942)

Han Sung Jun was the last great dance master of Korean folk dance in the 20th
century. Primarily he was an artistic choreographer and teacher. He stood alone
and excelled in the field of traditional Korean folk dance (Adams, 1976, 279). He
was a master dancer and musician in the province of South. His grandfather was a
superior dancer and musician.
When he was six years old, he learned music and dance from his grandfather.
He toured all provinces of South Korea for performances with his grandfather. He
had extraordinary rich experiences with Namsadang since he was six years old. The
traditional Korean dances were scattered and then disappeared in 1910. Whenever he
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re-choreographed Korean folk dance, he always focused on the music. His dances were
engaged in Korean traditional rhythms. His inspiration often came from music and
he tried expressing Korean folk dance. In 1934, he established the school “Chosun
Muyoung Yeongu Hae”.

Although Choi, Seong Hee, Jo Tack Won and Bae, Ku Ja developed
new dance, Shin-Muyong in Theater, Han, Sung Jun’s choreographed
pieces were based on traditionally folk dance. He labored for the preservation of the Korean folk dance. Korean folk dance, which had been
presented in the street and at home were re-choreographed for theatre by
Han, Sung Jun. Korean traditional dance, with its traditional form were
performed by him (Jung, 1986, 31).

The exercise of his many talents for re-choreography of Korean folk dance, stage
and musical scores were through his handling of all parts of Korean folk dance. Han
Sung Jun gained firsthand knowledge and practical experience in using all elements of
theatre. He asserted the intimate connection between body and rhythm. He taught
Korean folk dance to Choi Seong Hee and Jo Tack Won. He re-structured traditional
Korean dances. Most of his pieces became an important heritage in Korea: SeongMu, Salpuri, Shinsun-Mu, Kum-Mu. Hak-Mu and Barachum were preserved by Han,
Young Sook (Figure 4.1).
The material for theses dances came from folk religious, social protests, and
theatrical expressions of culture and ethnicity. He established the organization of
Korean folk dance. He was making his own artistic statement through Korean folk
dance. Under the annexation to Japan, he showed drum dances. He drew the “Taekeuk” mark in the middle of the drum because of his patriotism (Choi, 2006, 24).
He possessed a quality of strength and an inner power that one felt exquisitely in his
dance. He produced the dance as a stage art. He has been constantly struggling with
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Figure 4.1: Seong Mu by Han Young Sook

established Korean dance form and he tried to preserve the Korean folk dance as a
legacy of Korean culture. Most artists of today can receive great satisfaction from his
own creation. He restored a mental and emotional dance to a high place among the
arts. He tried to develop complete fluidity in the high qualities of his movements. His
dances were processed to be available to everybody. His extraordinary rich experience
of Namsadang embodied the foundation of complete conception of Korean folk dance.
He tried to express humankind as most moral, beautiful and ideal.
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4.1.2

Ishi Baku (1878-1927)

Ishi Baku was born in Akinta Hyun city of Japan. He joined the Tokyo Opera Ballet
Theatre. He went to Europe to study modern dance from Isadora Duncan who
revolted against the constrictions of classic ballet. A revolutionary pioneer, Isadora’s
dances arrived in Japan. Ishi was influenced by Isadora Duncan (Jo, 1967, 145).
Ishi-Baku tried to express human emotion through body movements. His aesthetic dances accepted the new way of the future of dance. He developed a modern
dance. He made a conscious effort to reject traditional Japanese dance. He performed
at the theatre of Korea, “Kyoung Sung Gong Hae Dang” in 1926. Many people were
impressed with his modern dance. After his performance in Korea, some Koreans
went to Japan. They became students of Ishi Baku’s dance studio. They were Jo
Taek Won and Choi Seong Hee. Jo and Choi would be the powerful modern Korean
dancers. They led a new dance style under the Japan’s annexation in Korea.

4.1.3

Choi Seong Hee (1911-1975)

Choi Seong Hee was born in 1911 in Seoul Korea. After watching Ishii Baku performance in theatre, “Kyoung Sung Gong Hae Dang” in 1926, she had some kind of
powerful inspiration from Ishii Baku. She decided to become a dancer herself. She
went to Japan and she became a student of Ishii Baku. She was a famous dancer
in Japan. When Choi Soung Hee came back to Korea, she learned Korean folk
dance from Han Sung Jun. She began to choreograph her pieces. Her pieces were
choreographed based on Korean folk dance “Ehhaera-Noahra”. When she performed
the piece in Ishi Baku’s group in Tokyo, her pieces were successful in Japan. She
brought Korean sources into modern dance. She mixed Korean dance and Modern dance. The Japanese were impressed with her modernized Korean dance. She
performed in the U.S, China and Paris. Her programs were “Ehhaera-Noahra, An-
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cient prisoner, dream of youth, Invocation to Buddha (Figure 4.2) and Whalayang,
Drum dance, Scarf dance, Sword dance, Korean Vagabond, and Seoul Fortune Teller
(Figure 4.3), and Kum-Mu”.

Figure 4.2: Buddha dance

What is particularly interesting about her most frequently performed dances in
the United States is the “Scarf Dance”, the “Seoul Fortune Teller”, the “Sword
dance”, as well as the “Drum dance”. She created a new style of Korean dance.
However, she was capable of responding to and expressing modern concern. Her
new dance became popular in both Korea and Japan. Her indigenous Korean dance
was influenced by a new Korean dance style of Choi Seong Hee. Although she was
not a professional in traditional Korean dance, her views were about modernizing
dance from Korean traditional dance. Her form of dance theatre was highly stylized
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Figure 4.3: Seoul Fortune teller

and individual. Her choreographed dances were articulated spatially. It reflected
the choreographer’s kinetic sensitivity, her dramatic imagination for movement and
motion and her keen sensitivity to design. She developed an integral and dynamic
elements of theatre. While she was a movement and motion purist in her teaching and
the development of dancers, she chose to fulfill all her talents in her own choreography.
Han (1938) wrote “I couldn’t find Korean ethnic soul in her dance. She just wore the
Korean costumes and held props”. In Figure 4.4, I observed that Choi Seong Hee’s
femur and foot had turn out positions. The level of the right leg was at a higher
place than Korean tradition. Lower arms (left arm) and shoulder had a twisted
position. They were different from traditional Korean dance. Chio Seong Hee also
talked about herself when she wrote a letter to her brother, Choi Seong Il. She wrote:
“I have a question for myself. Do I have a Korean folk dance rhythm? Although I
don’t have detailed traditional Korean techniques, I present my own purpose through
modernized Korean dance. I would like to find Korean dance in her dance. She
would introduce Korean dance to the world” (Jung, 1995, 128). Nevertheless, some
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criticized her traditional dance of nontraditional ways. Her performances succeed in
Korea, U.S, China and Europe for at least fifteen years and her profound impact
on dance. Korean creative dance was influenced by Choi Seong Hee. Her dance
developed theatre elements, which affected Korean dance today.

Figure 4.4: Choripdong by Choi Seong Hee

Kim Back Bong who was one of her students is living in South Korea now. Kim
Back Bong is still presenting Choi Seong Hee’s pieces in South Korea. Kim, Back
Bong was a professor at Kyung Hee University in Seoul. She has performed with her
students throughout the world. Her daughter is a professor at the same university.
Kim Back Bong’s technique is different from Korean tradition. Kim Back Bong
brought “Fan dance” from Choi Seong Hee. “Fan dance” was reconstructed by Kim
Back Bong (Figure 4.5). It is a very famous dance in Korea. Choi Seong Hee’s
polished dance still exists in both South and North Korea. After liberation, she
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returned to North Korea in 1946 because her husband was a leftist force in Korea.
She wrote “The basic of dance in Chosun, The basic of dance for children” in North
Korea. In 1950, she established a dance school.

Figure 4.5: Fan dance by Kim Back Bong

4.1.4

Jo Tack Won (1907-1976)

Jo Tack Won learned modern dance from Ishi-Baku (Figure 4.6). He also learned
traditional Korean dance from Han Sung Jun. In 1930s, he performed in New York,
Washington D.C. by Ruth St. Dennis’s supporting. He also performed in Europe and
Japan. He had 500 performances in Europe, Japan and U.S. for 30 years (JoonAng
Newspaper, 2006). He was influenced by Japanese and European culture. He used
classical music and Korean music for dance. He choreographed “A Poem” which
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combined the theme from “The Thinker, by Rodin” with the cognitive dissonance of
modernized music composed by Ish-Raco. She was a sister of Ishi-Baku. This music
mixed Japanese, Korean and classic music (Hong, 1987, 31).

Figure 4.6: Jo Tack Won

In 1941, he re-choreographed “Crane dance”, which was from Han Sung Jun.
He choreographed the story about “Choonhayng”, which was a very popular novel,
“Choonhayng-Jun” for the common people in Korea. His piece “Gasahojup” was
based on Seong-Mu. His pieces were based on Korean folk story, poem, and traditional Korean dance. After he came back to Korea from Europe and Japan, he was
not welcomed in Korean because his dances were mixed with both Korean dance
and modern dance (Kim, 2005, 4). Throughout his life he was a vigorous exemplar
of traditional emancipation. He tried to discover the gesture and expressive phrase
from the Korean folk dance source. Figure 4.6 shows Jo Tack Won when he was a
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student in Ishi Baku’s dance studio in 1929.
Choi and Jo didn’t show adept traditional Korean dance techniques in their
dances. In fact, Choi and Jo were not traditional Korean dancers. They learned
the modern dance from Ishi Baku. They learned traditional Korean dance briefly
from Han Sung Jun. They couldn’t learn its background deeply. They were famous
as Korean dancers in the world. They didn’t study Korean dance deeply. Before
Japan’s annexation, Korea was a hierarchical society. Usually Korean dance was
practiced by lower class. Korean culture was declining in Japan’s annexation. Choi
and Jo didn’t want to learn the declining Korean dance which was practiced by
lower class. They respected modern dance and they went to Japan to learn modern
dance. They choreographed or re-choreographed Korean dance in modern movements
because they lost their country to Japan. When they danced, they wanted to express
themselves and their identities naturally. Therefore, they brought Korean sources
into their modern dance that was the inevitable consequence.

4.2

Today (1945-2000s)

After the end of World War II, Korea emancipated from the Japan’s annexation in
1945. At the end of Korean War (1950-1953), the majority of arts primarily involved
Western style. In the 1960s, Korea had grown an awareness and appreciation of the
wealth of Korean traditional culture. Some choreographers explored and enhanced
the performance skills in traditional dances. Korean traditional dance adopted a new
way and it was called “Korean Creative Dance”. The new dance from Choi Seong
Hee and Jo Tack Won was called “Shin-Mooyong” in Korean. The creative Korean
dance had modern style based on the philosophy of Korean dance.
Now, Korean choreographers are emancipated from the form of Korean tradition.
They took off the Korean traditional socks, the costume and props. They are against
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some parts of the form of traditional dance. In Korea, representative dances today
are Korean folk dance, court dance, ritual dance, mask dance, Korean creative dance,
modern dance, Ballet and contemporary dance in Korea. Although Korean dancers
had not danced with real freedom from the standards of Korean folk dance under
annexation of Japan, the Korean art of dance tried to emphasize the technical and
intellectual elements of human nature today. Today in Korea the Korean creative
dance and traditional Korean dance exist simultaneously. Korean creative dance
was from Shin-Muyoung. Traditional Korean dances were kept by the religion ritual,
Kisaeong, and lower people. The Korean national consciousness and Korean identity
started in the dance departments of several Universities in Korea in 1960. In the
1970-2010, modernized dances in Korea were called “Korean Creative Dance” instead
of “New dance, Shin-Mooyong”.

“An increasing number of people were becoming interested in Western dance about time as part of the fascination with the Western arts
and humanities of variations of various disciplines including literature,
philosophy, music and fin arts” (Ministry of Culture & Sports, 1993, 65).

After 1970, Korean creative dance had changed fast and it showed various forms,
movements and stories freely. Korean creative dance was just Korean’s action and
movement. If Korean creative dance have developed without identity and root of
Korean history, Korean treasure and unique movements would have been lost.

4.2.1

Kook, Soo-Ho (1948-)

Kook, Soo-Ho was the choreographer of Korean national dance theatre and a professor of Joongang University in Seoul Korea. He founded Didim Dance company,
which is composed of 35 members and 20 associated memders. Through having more
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than 100 performances abroad and more than 1,000 peformances in Korea, it has
been recognized for its outstanding artistic competence, variety, and organization.
He choreographed “NongAk-Mu”, famer dance (1971), “Munyeodo dancer” (1984),
“The dance of land” (1987), “The Rite of Spring” (1987), “Queen Muyongsung”
(1994), “The sky of Tibet” (1998) and “The fantasy of Korea” (2002). He brought
ancient history traditional dance and creative dance. The dance and costumes are
based on a mural of an ancient tomb “Mooyongchong” during the Goguryeo Kingdom
period (Figures 3.4, 4.7). We can compare Figure 3.4 and 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Goguryeo by Kook, Soo-Ho

He said “I am still working on resurfacing our traditional dances based
on the murals in ancient tombs”. He choreographed the Goguryeo Gaya
(Figures 4.8). He wanted to choreograph Shilla, Bacje and then the
Goryo kingdom. He wished to put these performances on stage everyday
and present them to not only the Korean public, but also to the world.
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One day, he told “Introducing our dances, songs, music, and art, help
them feel our history is my dream” during his interview with “The Korea
Times” (specific date is unknown).

Figure 4.8: Gaya by Kook, Soo Ho

4.2.2

Bae, Junghye (1944- )

Bae Junghye is the director and the choreographer in The National Korean Dance
Company in Korea. She cultivated news way of Korean folk dance. In 2008, she built
repertoires arranging performances for “The Scent of Spring” which is about Korean
folktale, “Choon-Hyang”. This story is a famous love story of folktale. Choon-Hyang
is Kisaeng’s daughter. She fell in love with Lee, Mongryoung who is an aristocratic
person. Bae, Junghye brought the Korean folklore into her traditional Korean dance.
She showed the “Eoreum”(tightrope dancing) of Nasadang perfromace, NongAk,
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Korean traditional movements with traditional costumes. She went beyond tradition and presented various aspects of Korean traditional dance. The National Dance
Company’s signature, traditional dance has repertoire, featuring highlights from different, traditional, Korean dances: fan dance, hourglass drum dances. She is a
current leading choreographer in Korean creative dance. I think she was successful in developing Korean creative dances using Korean folklore in her choreography.
However, I observed limited expressions of her own thoughts in the “The Scent of
Spring” . I couldn’t see any liberal movement of body and her own images.
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5.1

Isadora Duncan (1877-1927)

Isadoar Duncan was against ballet so she danced to express the human soul. The
modern dance world was initiated by her existence. She approached dance through
her own thought of human nature. Her dances were more concerned with feeling
than with form. “She improvised a great deal and never codified a set of steps into
a formal system” (Mazo, 1977, 37).
She has given people the beauty of natural movement and natural
human expression in her dance instead of the set of steps in dance. She
was inspired by the classic music and especially Greek myth. Her dance
revealed Greek Art’s simplicity in costumes, and avoided balletic forms.
She had been inspired by the ideals of freedom in Greek art (Clarke and
Crisp, 1981, 216).
She danced with bare feet and with parts of the body bare. Isadora followed
her own thoughts. Her dance had a freedom from academic standards. Her solution
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was to use exercises and have her dances made of simple movements. The essence of
Duncan’s approach started with the human body. It slowly moved to music, rotating
the head, her neck moving freely, keeping her shoulders soft, releasing the arms and
the body, holding a curve in her arms and her legs, body swinging and rotating
the trunk of the body freely. Basic arm movements, and reclining and raising the
body focused on sensing the earth, self, and the universe. Her effects came from
the emotional power of her dancing and formed her peculiar ability to give herself
up to the vision of an ideal (Mazo, 1977, 44). Her movement could be accessed by
everybody like walking, running, and skipping.
Her philosophy of dance contributed to the principles of modern dance. Her
movements could liberate dance through her artistic nature. She successfully popularized the new mode of dance. She devoted herself to the study of how fundamentals
shape and form dynamics. It conveyed gravity and weightlessness as well as meaning (James, 1988). Duncan was the first American dancer to develop and codify a
concept of natural breathing. Her way with movements are personal, not formal,
and are based on emotional experience. Her goal was the expression of universal
feelings, flowing from the dancer’s own sources of deepest emotion. Her spirit still
exists throughout dance today.

5.2

Denishawn (1915-1931)

Denishawn influenced American modern dance and American dance education. Denishawn dance school was the first modern dance school in America. “Ruth St. Denis
and Ted Shawn’s School of Dancing and Its Related Arts” was established in 1915.
Denishawn was the most influential modern dance school in America because
American pioneer dancers, Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey and Charles Weidman
were students and dancers of the Denishawn Dance Company. When Ruth St. Denis
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was young, she learned ballet and gesture developments of Delsarte. François Delsarte (1811-1871) was a French music teacher who taught control of body movements.
He codes human gestures into three categories-eccentric, concentric and normal, and
human expressions into three zones-head, torso and limbs. Shawn was one of his
followers, and some of the modern dance pioneers have been influenced by his theoretical analyses (Clarke and Crisp, 1981, 247). Thus, the dance techniques of St.
Denis were based on Delsartism (Shelton, 1981, 11). Shawn and St. Denis were
profoundly influence by the world of religion. They created spiritual dance through
represented worshipped. They presented spiritual worships through “Incense” by
Ruth St. Denis in 1906, “Gnossienne” by Ted Shawn in 1919 and “O Brother Sun,
O Sister Moon” by Ted Shawn 1931, “Mevlevi Dervish” by Ted Shawn in 1929
(Kassing, 2007, 186). St. Denis created “Chinese White Jade” in 1926. She was well
known by “Radha” which was choreographed by her in New York, in 1906.

“The stage was the interior of an Indian temple. Incense rose up,
there was the beating of going, and priests were squatting on the floor,
touching the steps of the altar with their floor, touching the steps of the
altar with their foreheads, practicing some rites in semi-darkness. The
whole light, a strong blue light, fell on the statue of the goodness. Her
face was a bluish ivory, her garments of blue-sparkling metal. She sat in
the hieratic attitude of the Buddha on the lotus flower: legs crossed knees
wide apart, hands folded in front of her body, the palms pressed together
tightly. Nothing in her stirred; her eyes were open, but her eye-lashes did
not move. Some untold force held together her entire body. This scene
lasted fully one minute but one would have wished to go on viewing this
motionless figure. It had no resemblance to a statue as imitated by a
human being. There was no forced, artificial stiffness in it, but rather an
inner spiritual necessity” (Clarke and Crisp, 1981, 220).
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Her dance had religious characters based on India’s religion. “O-Mika” and “Cobra” were originally from Japan. Her dance brought many mysteries of Japanese,
Hindu, Chinese, and Egyptian style. It was to provide an attractive and exotic
spectacle. She opened her eyes to a relationship between modern dance and exotic
dance because its movements were traditional in form, style, or aesthetic values. It
was a new way of moving. “Soaring” was choreographed by Ruth St. Denis and
Doris Humphrey in 1920 to the Schumann, a lyrical study of wave, wind, cloud and
human’s spirit. Her movements were unique, exotic influenced by foreign religion.
However, the meaning of religion was lost. She used ancient vitality in “Bakawali
Nautch” (1913) and “Black and Gold Sari” (1922). Japanese culture appeared in
a solo dance: “Spear Dance”, which was choreographed by Ted Shown in 1919. It
included dramatic elements. He began to choreograph in American themes through
“Around the Hall in Texas and A gringo Tang”, “Pasquinade”, and “Boston Fancy:
1854”. The Denishawn School and its Dance Company were extraordinary eclectic, including Ballet, Spanish, Oriental forms, American theme, and forms the Delsarte’s system of gesture (Clarke and Crisp, 1981, 220). Various dances in the world
were performed by Denishawn school, which had spread to pioneer choreographers:
Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman.

5.3

Martha Graham (1894-1991)

Martha Graham was a choreographer and an early pioneer of modern dance in America. Her movements were uniquely powerful. Young Graham learned to watch peoples’ bodies from her father. Her father was a doctor of nervous disorder. Young
Graham had seen particular patients who slouched, bent bodies with awkwardness
etc. Her masterpieces grew from this vision. Martha Graham wore gloves. She didn’t
want to show her hands to others because she had arthritis. Her hands were bent and
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gnarled and she thought her hands were ugly (Graham, 1991, 19). Her ugly hands
might be her first relationship with her body. One of her great contributions was her
codified technique. Graham was particularly interested in relationships between the
people and the body because she saw many of her father’s patients (Graham, 1991,
20). Her techniques may have been influenced by her father. Jane Dudley, a long
time associate of Graham, summarized Graham technique,
“A Graham class always starts with half an hour of floor work. The
floor services the same purpose as’ the ballet dancer’s barre; it eliminates
the problem of balanceGraham technique is based on two principles: the
back is source of movement with particular emphasis on the lower back
and the pelvis; and all’ movement into space is the result of the subtle
off-balancing of the dancer’s weight. From the impulse begun in the
black, comes the movement of the arms and legs. The “contraction and
release” and the “spiral” involve the back as the source of the movement.
Her movements which were invented for a dance became a staple of the
classroom. In obvious rejection of everything balletic, as well as much
of Denishawn, Graham turned to the floor as the basis for her class and
preparatory exercises” (Clarke and Crisp, 1981, 224).
Graham enrolled in the Ruth St. Denis School in 1916. She was inspired by
Ruth St. Denis. After she left Ruth St. Denis, she opened her studio and started
her dance company. She joined the Greenwitch Village Follies to support her family.
She didn’t like the Follies. However, she was influenced by the company’s peformances. She learned theatrical elements from John Murray who was a great director
with a great sense of tradition. She got new ideas from modern painters and architects, discarding decorative essential and fancy trimmings from Follies. She said
“Dance was not to be pretty but to be much more real” (Graham, 1991, 99). She
learned theatrical elements and lighting designs. She had a close partnership with
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Isamu Noguchi who was a sculptor. He designed props for her pieces for 55 years.
When she choreographed her piece, she began with a set created by Isamu Noguchi:
“Cave of the heart” (1946), “Errand into the Maze” (1947), “Night Journey” (1947),
“Clytemnestra” (1958), “Alcestis” (1960), “Phaedra” (1962), “Circle” (1963), and
“Cartege of Eagles” (1966). Graham also addressed Biblical and religious themes in
other works for which Noguchi created sets, include in “Herodiade” (1944), “Judith”
(1950), “Seraphic Dialogue” (1955) and “Embattled Garden” (1958).
In her piece, “Heretic” (1929), she thought she was a heretic herself. She was
outside of the realm of woman. She did not dance in the way that people danced.
She used a “contraction and release”. She used the floor. She used flexed feet. She
was a heretic desperately trying to free herself of the darkness of her oppressors.
She presented such a dreadful woman on the stage. In 1930, “Lamentation” was a
solo piece in which she wore a long tube of material to indicate the tragedy that
obsesses the body. It expressed a grief stricken woman in which an inspired use of a
tube of fabric as a costume contributed to the emotional directness of the dance. In
1931, “Primitive Mysteries” was based on an amalgam of Spanish Christianity and
Indian religious feelings found in the American South West. This dance work offered
a ritualistic view of the cult of the Virgin Mary (Clarke and Crisp, 1981, 224).
In “Ekstasis”, she found the relationship between the hip and the shoulder. She
focused on stretching the body and the articulation of anatomy. In 1947, in “Night
Journey”, she expressed a highly erotic dance. This story was about Jocasta and
Oedipus. In “Seraphic Dialogue” in 1955, the story was about Joan of Arc much
like a drama. In “Clytemnestra”, she showed the richest full-length movements
and muscular contractions on the floor. In 1962, the techniques of “Phaedra” were
considered to be deeply sexual. She said, “I always thought eroticism to be a beautiful
word” (Graham, 1991, 210). She tried to reveal the life of a woman and a human
through whatever she has meant. She also expressed her eroticism to the audience
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through dance. She enjoyed expressing life with a deep thought. “Pheadra” (1962),
and “Night Journey” (1947) with many other movements came from a pelvic thrust.
She encouraged movements that were initiated from inside (Graham, 1991, 276).
From the book, “Blood Memory”, she talked about other relationships with other
genres: poetry, music, and architecture. This book described her detailed story about
her relationship with people. Her observation of the people and her esteem for them
created a new language of dance movement which came of human emotion. Before
she danced, she was sitting on the floor and then, she teased herself with contemplation, which was from a Buddha nature. She felt stillness in movements. She made
herself clear and secure before each day of rehearsal. She had been touched deeply by
“the dance of life”. Her pieces drew from human lives through tragedy, bitterness and
sweetness of living. She wanted to have a significant movement. Her pieces revealed
deep human emotion and the metaphysical movements with richest full lenth work
of bodies. “I did not want it to be beautiful or fluid but I wanted it to be fraught
with inner meaning, with excitement and surge”. Her dances were based on the lives
of the american women. Her contributions to the art of stage design and dance production were countless. Martha Graham continued to experiment and gave constant
attention to human emotion, frailty, and perseverance. She is one of the greatest
individual artists in american dance history. Her work was archived through her
real experiment with artistic independence. Her own body vocabulary was usually
spastic, rambling and included falling movements, which expressed emotional and
spiritual themes in her creation. She desired to evoke strong emotion and achieved
theses visceral responses through the repetition of explicitly sexual and violently disjunctive movements. She developed an original technique involving the expression of
primal emotions through stylized bodily movement of great intensity. She provided
a new dance language and new concepts. She revolutionized dance, lighting, stage
design, costuming, and music with her creative perfectionism. Graham’s process of
creation was inspired by the Bible, poems, writings, American History and social
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problems. In her pieces, she created a new language of dance through using stage,
the floor and props to express the dancers’ feelings’ expressions.

5.4

Doris Humphrey (1895-1958)

Humphrey wanted to explore a different american dance style, All her dances revealed a democratic spirit. She favored choreographing works for groups rather than
individuals. This was Doris Humphrey’s unique contribution to the modern dance in
a period when other pioneers were concentrating on solo dances. As in democracy,
individual solos emerged from the group to make their own statements. She tried to
express a power of the human spirit. The dancer’s individual movements came from
the group.
Humphrey was a great dancer and teacher in the Denishawn Dance Compay. She
choreographed “Soaring” in 1918. Doris and Ruth St. Denis used a large scarf in
their work. Using the scarf as a prop for “Soaring”, they manipulated it to create
a space for the air and to show a particular shape such as cloud. It was a spiritual
movement. Nature was on stage. The Denishawn Dance Company had toured the
Orient over two years. They had performed in Japan, China, Singapore, Malaysia,
India, Java, and Indochina. Doris had experience in all Asian country dances in the
Denishawn Dance Company. She portrayed Egyptian, Burmese, Chinese, Japanese,
and Javanese etc. She informed herself by learning folk dances of the world. In
1927, Humphrey left the Denishawn Dance Company with Charles Weidman. They
established a school in New York City.
When she was young she was impressed by a composer Johann Sebastian Bach.
She used Johann Sebastian Bach’s music for some of her dances. The score became
an interpretation of rhythm with visual accompaniment of dance.
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She was influenced by Nietzsche’s philosophy, which provided preliminary probing
into natural movement as a basis for her dance technique. The meanings of gesture
and movements were analyzed by her. She tried to express the power of the human
spirit. She wrote preparations for lectures, classes, interview, and extended her
writing to realize how her search into the motivations and behavior of human action
went far beyond personal experience. She examined the process of life in nature and
man (Humphrey, 1978, 13). Such basic acts as breathing, standing, walking, running,
leaping, rising, and falling appeared in Doris Humphrey’s theory and movement.
She wrote, “Since my dance is concerned with immediate human values, my basic technique lies in the natural movements of the human body”
(Humphrey, 1978, 17).
She explored the natural movement as well as considering the dramatic reality of
the existence of gravity.
“She recognized that action is followed by reaction, that force is counteracted by force. The “natural movements of the human body” are the
visible evidence of man’s ability to survive in a world dominated by gravity” (Humphrey, 1978, 17).
She observed nature through “The Birth of Tragedy” by Nietzsche (1924, 4) to
show science through the optics of artists and art (Humphrey, 1978, 14).
She focused on “fall and recovery” using gravity, which existed naturally in nature. Her technique was based on movements like bounce, rebound, drop and suspension which are the preliminary levels of fall and recovery with a body moving
between equilibrium and uncontrolled (Mazo, 1977, 177). It was not only a physical
theory, but a metaphor for life itself. By experimenting with balance in security
versed risk insecurity, she created contrast in her works.
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Traditional Korean dances started from religious rituals to gods. They developed
along with human life for centuries. We could find our identity from the beginning
of our life and go forward. Traditional Korean dance has not stopped from the
starting line. Today, Korean dance stands between the traditional Korean dance and
modern dance. In the dance society of Korea, there have been many experiments
and inventions that cross between tradition and modernism. Tradition always exists
within contemporary Korean dance in the past. Contemporary dance may have
been developed from tradition. The traditional Korean dance and contemporary
dance are ambiguous because Korean traditional dance and contemporary dance
cross the line between these areas. When audiences watch Korean dance, they may
be in a confused state. People think Korean dancers wear traditional costumes and
show traditional dance. However, dancers wear the modified traditional costume and
they show modified traditional Korean dance technique without the traditional feet
movements. Korean contemporary dance is not traditional dance and modern dance.
It showed more various, modernized, natural dance. Through this study, I wanted
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to find a new vision in Korean dance modern and Korean dance history.
First, the Korean folk dance, Nongak-Mu, shaman dance in Byulshin-Gut and
Dodang-Gut, and Talchoom had been performed as an entertainment of worship for
gods and dispelling evil spirits. It had an expression of metaphysical philosophy.
However, it included a human body which was a universe on itself and man’s ideal
existence lies in harmony with Heaven and Earth (Ministry of Culture & Sports, 1993,
62). Korean movements were usually not developed based on individual peoples’
emotions but through the prosperity of a country. Mask dance drama, Talchoom, and
Dulmi only appeared in individual stories. For five thousand years, many different
names of countries were built and disappeared. Modern dance started with a relaxed,
free style of dance in which choreographers used emotions and moods to design their
own dances. Choreographers followed their own path and desires. Choreographers
experimented with their new theories and themes of expression through the human
body. “Modern dance relied on its coherence of a form for the articulation and
ordering of movement guided by neuromuscular skill and kinesthetic awareness; an
intuitive sense of movement order” (Turner, 1976, 3). The development of modern
dance has been personal and informal. It has been based on emotional experiences,
which were expressions of feelings from dancers’ own sources in the deepest emotion.
Modern dance has produced unique techniques from personal lives.
Second, Korean dance had many kinds of movements with various props because
they include folklore stories, religions, and the prosperity of family, village, and
country. These props produced unique movements with variety of speed, space,
quality, and level in traditional Korean dance. For example, Kom-Mu is a sword
dance. It originated from a king, Chuyoung. Dancers hold knifes in both hands and
they look like warriors. This dance movement was quick, fast jumping and turning.
Hyangak Jungjae, court dance and Confucian dances are royal dances. These were
associated with song and poetic recitation. These dance movements consist of slow
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elegant and aesthetic weight. Talchoom, a Korean mask dance, was combined with
drama and dance. It is comprised of dances, comic dialogues, songs, and actings.
Dancers express people’s emotions freely through the mask dance because common
people were under the aristocracy society. The movements deliver exaggerated action
and give lively impersonations to people. In modern dance, Ruth St. Denis created a
spiritual dance representing the worships of foreign countries. She used many props
and costumes in her dance (Kassing, 2007, 186). Martha Graham created her piece
from the Bible, poems, novels, and social problems.
Third, Korean dance preserved the form of dancing, props and costumes. Korean
traditional dance was formulated as a process of dance education. If students want
to learn a Korean dance, they must learn the Korean traditional repertoires. Korean
creative dance was produced from the tradition. On the other hand, modern dance
is similar to Korean dance. Modern techniques were developed by Martha Graham,
Doris Humphrey etc. Now, Graham and Humphrey techniques can be considered to
be a form of tradition. Students can learn the techniques at specific schools. New
dance techniques were created.
Fourth, traditional Korean dance theatres have open space. The functions of
an arena stage break boundaries between the audience and the performer. Modern
dance was performed on the proscenium stage. In fact, most of modern dance was
performed in the proscenium stage. It provided scenes of spectacle and illusion.
It provided an invisible wall between the audience and the performance. Korean
traditional dance was shown in the open area. It looked like an open air theatre or
street theatre when it was performed on a street, in a space of subway or at park,
etc. In Talchoom, Korean mask dance, the actors freely have a dialogue with the
audience. The audience can participate deeply with a character of the mask dance.
In the last part of Talchoom, performers and audience can dance together. The
invisible wall is broken by Korean mask dance and Nonhg Ak-Mu. Usually, Korean
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traditional dance was performed in open areas. These reasons showed a different
dance element between modern dance and traditional Korean dance.
Fifth, Choi, Seong Hee and Ruth St. Denis were very similar in their dance life.
They mixed different dances in their highly personal artistic vision. However, Choi
Seong Hee didn’t have an adept technique of traditional Korean dance. Ruth St.
Denis also didn’t know about the foreign religions. They just brought them to us
as props into modern dance for their choreography. They sought popular approval.
Ruth St. Denis put oriental dances into her pieces. Her performance brought dance
to a wide audience (Kassing, 2007, 187). A good deal of the public attended her exotic
dances. During a lengthy European period St Denis could command exceptionally
high sums for performances earning as much as 500 a week at the Coliseum in
London (Clarke and Crisp, 1981, 220). She performed in Europe, Asia and the
United States. Her dance had an attraction and exoticism. When she established
her dance company, many people became her students. Choi Seong Hee was a Korean
modern dancer. She brought materials, subjects and props from Korean dance to
modern dance of her piece. She re-choreographed traditional Korean dance. She
brought the props: the traditional drum, Janggo for the Janggo dance; the SeongMu costume for Seong-Mu; shaman dance costumes for “Seoul Fortune Teller”, and
the Korean mask and costumes for the Korean vagabond. Most of her pieces used
traditional Korean props and costumes. She fused modern dance and traditional
Korean dance in the theatre.
When I saw her performance program in the book, “The dancing Choi Seong
Hee - the Korean Woman captivated the world” I found that most of her dances
were composed of Korean traditional themes. Her movements were mixed between
modern dance and Korean dance. In “The King Dance”, she held her femur to
a high position. Her leg movement looked like a modern style (Figure 6.1). In
“Choripdong”, her head and her back went backward to the left side more than the
Korean positions (Figure 6.2). Traditional Korea dance did not have these kinds of
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movements. Although she wore the Korean costumes, her movements were close to
the modern dance.

Her dance didn’t keep the traditional movements. She fused

Figure 6.1: The King Dance

modern dance with traditional Korean dance. Her dances were very different from
traditional Korean dance. Choi Seong Hee and Ruth. St. Denis fused diffrent dance
forms that they had performed for years. The effect of a new dance form was very
strong to audiences. As you see their works created a new dance. Choi Seong Hee
created a new Korean dance and Ruth St. Denis explored the mysticism of foreign
dances in America. The traditional foreign ways brought an aesthetic value that was
unique and exotic in their dance. They opened their eyes to a relationship between
modern dance and exotic dance to adapt the traditional dance to modern dance.
They were exhilarating forces in theatre dance. Their new work or choreography
mixed genres of dances styles.
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Figure 6.2: Choripdong

Through this study of Korean and Modern dance histories, Korean dances were
influenced by old and new cultures. They combined and mixed dances and created
a new sensation and a new culture. Korean traditional dance was created under
Chinese dance. It was developed through a Korean life and it appeared as a Korean
unique artistic movement. Modern dance was influenced by Isadora Duncan, Ruth
St. Denis, Ted Shwan, and Marta Graham. Korean creative dance was developed
by Choi Seong Hee. Now, Korean national dance theatre draws on the traditional
Korean sources with their creation.
St. Denis adopted oriental froms for her spiritual immersion in her dances. Her
dances were rich in repertory with an authentic atmosphere that connected to american modern dance. After the old and new were mixed, contemporary forms were
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created. Choi Seong Hee and Jo Tack Won brought the forms and elements of traditional folk dance into their works.
Now, Korean creative dance lies in a confused state because choreographers in
Korean dances stand on the two paths, traditional Korean dance and creative Korean
dance. In fact, the audience, dancers and the choreographer are confused now. Korean dance form is looking for the real meanings of Korean and contemporary dance.
Where can I go away from modernism? Where can I keep traditional forms? As a
Korean dancer and a choreographer, I can become involved in the artistic process
to develop my personal expression, critical and analytical thinking, and an understanding of aesthetic value of my own. The artistic process of Korean dance begins
with adept techniques involving observation, imagination, problem-solving and selfexpression to develop creative artwork in tradition. What is the future of the Korean
creative dance? We need to think about the new vision of creative Korean dance.
Absoulutely, we should study artistic values of traditional dances and then the choreographers need to focus on their experiences and lives. Tradition accomplished an
aesthetic value through a creative evolution because tradition includes the significant
meaning of life. Creative Korean choreographers should study the aesthetic beauty
of traditional Korean dance method. Neither the prosperity of country nor worship
for gods exists in the new vision of Korean creative dance. Korean dance finds new
expressions of the body in the Korean contemporary society. The new expression
of the body has to come from a study traditinal dance within the existance of consciousness which includes a current people’s thoughts and a society. Korean dance
itself can be considered to be a modernized dance. We could see some new ways
mixing or fusing cultures and breaking their boundaries.
Dance is the expression of human body. Dance has been developed through our
own thoughts and stories. Dance relys on its coherence on a form of the articulation, movement skills, and kinesthetic awareness. Current choreographers in Korean
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dance should open their eyes to a relationship between old and own new creation
through experience and life. I shouldn’t matter which movements are used in Korean
traditional dance or modernized dance. For expressive ways, for the relationship with
the audience, choreographers should choose their own concepts. The choreographers
shouldchoose the different ways to expand their thoughts.
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Today, Korean dance is composed of two dances. They are traditional dance and
creative dance. Korean creative dance is also called Korean modernized dance. Korean creative dance was developed by Choi Seong Hee. She began modern dance in
the Ishii-Baku dance studio in Japan. Although she was a modern dancer, she became
a famous Korean dancer in the world. Her creative movement brought a new dance
style. It was based on Korean sources and Modern dance. Through my research
into Korean and modern dance history, I wanted to find a new vision of Korean
traditional dance. Tradition included the progress of thinking and the endeavor of
people. Traditional Korean dance was developed over five thousand years. There are
many forms in traditional Korean dances. They have existed in historical importance
in Korea. Korean dance started for the worship of heavenly gods. A shaman led
the ritual festival for the country as a spiritual mediator. Shamans could connect
human and nature. Korean dance and music were influenced by China. Korean
dance developed a unique and treasured dance. Korean dance generally divided
folk dance and court dance. Traditional Korean dance reflected the Korean society.
Korea was an agricultural society and a hierarchy society. “Nongak-Mu” was from
farmer’s works. It was composed of percussion instrument and acrobat dancing.
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It included the peoples’ spirit and agricultural life. Mask dance, “Talchoom”, was
a dance drama. It was originated from religious rituals. Through “Talchoom”,
common people dispelled their complains and their tragedy from hierarchy society.
Shamanism appeared in the annual harvest festivals. People danced to worship their
ancestors and gods. “Chuyoung-Mu” and “Kom-Mu” were from King Chuyoung
and warrior, Chuyoung’s legendary stories. “Hyangak-Jungjae” was a court dance. It
danced for the royal court. “Seong-Mu” was a Buddha dance expressing the agony of
a monk. Long sleeves of the costume provided the artistic, aesthetic beauty. Korean
dance was declining under the Japan’s occupation. Nevertheless, Korean dance was
organized by Han Sung Jun. “Shin-Mooyong”, a new dance, appeared through Choi
Seong Hee and Jo Tack Won’s choreography.
Modern dance was initiated by Isadora Duncan. She was against ballet. Isadora
Duncan’s movements were influenced by human nature. Her dances were composed
of soft body movements and free expression. She expressed peoples’ beauty through
natural movements. She was inspired by Greek Myths. Her dances were born of
human nature with Greek costumes. Her philosophy of dance contributed to the
original principles of modern dance in America. Modern dance movement expanded
through Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn. Ruth St. Denis presented religious and
mystical themes in Oriental dances. Her unique style encompassed a various dramatic mystical, and an abstract beauty. She presented abstract qualities and the
combination of religious and mystical. Martha Graham was a student of Ruth St.
Denis. She was a primary, modern dancer in the world. Her own movements were
uniquely powerful. Her ideas of unique movement were from young Martha watching
the bodies of her father’s patients. Her movements accept the gravity of the body.
She focused on stretching and the articulation of body anatomy. She wanted significant movements with inner meaning. She experimented with attention to human
emotions constantly. Her pieces were from her real experiments. She tried to present
the lives of women. She revolutionized theatrical elements and created a new dance
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language and a new concepts through her life. Another student of Ruth St. Denis,
Doris Humphrey, revealed democratic spirits. She usually used a group of dancers
rather than individual dancer. Doris Humphrey tried to express the power of human
through group dance. Humprhey’s techniques lay in the naturals of human body
as well as considering the dramatic reality. Her natural movements were dominated
by gravity. Her movements were like breathing, running, leaping and falling with
gravity.
My primary research objective was to create a new paradigm for a contemporary
dance. I also wanted to develop a new vision of Korean dance, which originated
from the past to the future. The following reasons bring different characters between
Korean dance and modern dance. Korean dance was influenced by contemporary
dance. Korean creative dance exists in Korea today. It stands in two ways: tradition
and contemporary. There had been many experiments and inventions between traditional movements and modernized movements. Still traditional Korean dance style
is dominated in Korean dance today. Choreographers draw and trail the traditional
source, props, and stories. They traced Korean history for ethnic Korean identity.
Now, Korean contemporary choreographers should go more forward than Choi
Seon Hee and Jo Tack Won. First, the new vision of Korean dance is that choregraphers should put their own thoughts and creation into Korean dances. Second,
Korean choreographers should study tradition for their own metamorphosis. Tradition includes peoples’ endeavor and progress with life. Tradition is important because
contemporary has relation with tradition. We can make a transition from tradition
to the future of dance in Korea. We can create our own dance through traditional
dance. Third, I emphasize that art is a communication. Choreographers should have
a relationships with people. Choreographers’ visions should penetrate the society.
Choreographers should be close to people’s life. People are life. Our real life exists
on art, music, and dance. Art is a conversation with others. Art evokes echoes from
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our memories. Art is not knowledge but a life.
I hope my ideas with this paper will bring them to their own artistic creations.
I hope the reader will be motivated to create. We should embody the new, unique,
theoretical methods of dancing and develop dancing into the art of expression, representing the inside of world.
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